BSAFE RELEASES BSAFE/CROSS PLATFORM AUDIT v6.1 ADDING DB2 AND SYSTEMS
MONITORING FOR MAINFRAME AND AIX
Englewood, New Jersey – March 25, 2010, Bsafe Information Systems today announced the
availability of version 6.1 of its Bsafe/Cross Platform Audit (CPA) software package. This
release significantly expands its Security Information & Event Management (SIEM) offering on
the IBM server platform to support AIX, Linux and expanding field level monitoring for IBM
DB2 mainframe databases.
These New features will aid organizations in charting internal threats while attaining
regulatory compliance with regulations such as PCI Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and
Sarbanes-Oxley.
The new functionality includes:
DB2 Monitoring
Mainframe DB2 Event Filtering
In addition to SMF DB2 auditing available today, Bsafe Information Systems has introduced
Mainframe DB2 Event Filtering, including Set current SQLID, DDL execution statement, SQL
statement, identity request, sign on request, authorization failures, grant and revoke
statements and operations on audited tables.
The DB2 Log also offers event monitoring for read, write, delete and update operations. The
CPA provides data forensics including scenarios in which table structures have been
modified. Security and Compliance officers can quickly discern the Who, What, When and
How of every change at data level.
AIX-DB2
Version 6.1 introduces a new Bsafe module to monitor database policies in DB2 running
under AIX.
Events monitored by the Mainframe DB2 Event Filtering and the AIX DB2 Audit can be
imported into the CPA Central Repository.
With this new release the CPA offers DB2 monitoring across major IBM operating systems
including OS400, AIX, z/OS and other environments such as MS SQL Server.
When working across multiple environments the identity of an end-user is often lost by the
time a transaction reaches the database. Correlating transactions to the users that executed
them across multiple environments is challenging but critical for establishing compliance with
regulations that mandate full accountability such as Sarbanes-Oxley, JSOX and PCI DSS. V
6.1 can serve as an invaluable tool in addressing these requirements.
System Policy Configuration
Mainframe Audit Policy Control
Using this release, organizations will be able to configure IBM z auditing definitions through
the Bsafe/Cross Platform Audit. Audit logging policies can be set for DB2, RACF, TCP/IP,
VSAM and Bsafe/Security for CICS – z/OS. Through a separate set of controls, customers
can decide which events will be recorded in the CPA Central Repository.
AIX and Linux
The CPA monitors system policies and events for individual instances of AIX and Linux. All
such events can be imported into the CPA Central Repository.
Dashboards & Correlation Reports
The Bsafe CPA includes a robust Security Operations Center (SOC) tool. The SOC provides
intuitive and customizable real time dashboards with graphical and tabular reports. The CPA
SOC simplifies data forensics activities and reduces the costs associated with the sorting,
analysis and investigation of events.

The CPA provides compliance, security incident and general technical reports. Reporting has
been enhanced to provide correlation of activity per user, IP address, time etc. across multiple
servers or partitions.
About Bsafe Information Systems
Bsafe/Information Systems provides compliance and security software products for
IBM Power i (AS/400) and IBM mainframe server platforms. It offers an unparalleled
combination of access management, monitoring, auditing, reporting, IDS alerting and general
security management.
For decades Bsafe products have been synonymous with ease of use, providing security and
compliance solutions within mission critical environments. Its latest product, the Bsafe/Cross
Platform Audit (CPA) provides Security Event Management for companies using IBM Power i
and/or IBM mainframe servers. Through the Cross Platform Audit, organizations can correlate
IBM mainframe, IBM Power i, Windows, AIX, Linux, SQL Server and DB events utilizing
online logs, reports and dashboards.
Companies that have adopted Bsafe products include: Prudential, AXA, AIG, Alico, Assurant,
Societe Generale, CIBC, Western Union, Intesa-San Paolo, Boehringer Ingelheim, Schering
Plough, Toyota, BMW, TRW, Sony, Yamaha, Konica, Toshiba, Sanyo, Makita,
Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Delhaize and Adecco.
For additional information about Bsafe/Enterprise Security, please visit
www.bsafesolutions.com
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